
 

 

MINUTES 

OPEN SESSION BOARD MEETING 
Wednesday, February 27, 2019 

 
Directors: 
 

Marg Dragan √  
Anthony Iafrate √ 
Bill Gillam √ 
Jenny Greensmith √ 

Louis Guimond √  
Brian Knott, Vice-Chair √  
Katherine Mantha √ 
Bob McKinley – R 

Wayne Pease √  
Rachael Simon - R 
Fred Vanderheide, Treasurer √ 
Paul Wiersma, Chair √ 

Ex-Officio 
Directors:  

Mike Lapaine √ 
Dr. Michel Haddad √ 

Shannon Landry √  
Dr. Sharon Rutledge √ 

Dr. Enoch Daniel – R 

Participants:  Samer Abou-Sweid √ 
Julia Oosterman √ 

Laurie Zimmer – R 
Kathy Alexander √ 

Paula Reaume-Zimmer – R 

Recorder: Melissa Rondinelli 
(*attached in the minute record book)  

 
1.0 CALL TO ORDER  

 
Paul Wiersma called the meeting to order at 5:02 pm and welcomed the Board and guests.  
He reported Bob McKinley, Rachael Simon and Bill Gillam may join the meeting by 
teleconference.  Bill joined the meeting by teleconference at 5:10 pm.  Neither Bob nor 
Rachael were able to join the meeting.    
 

1.1 Traditional Territory Acknowledgement    
 
Paul read the traditional territory acknowledgement.   

 
2.0 BOARD EDUCATION  

 
2.1 Patient Safety Training  

Linda Schaefer attended the meeting to provide the Board with an overview of the patient 
safety training provided at BWH for new staff and volunteers, and the annual learning 
requirements.  She reported patient safety training is an Accreditation requirement and 
BWH is currently at 54% compliance, with a goal of 100% compliance.  Linda explained the 
training includes BWH’s patient safety plan, Quality Improvement Plan (QIP), Promoting a 
Reporting Culture, and the Integrated Risk Management risks: client identification, time to 
inpatient bed, and workplace violence prevention.  
   
Linda explained BWH staff and volunteers are required to complete a refresh annually, 
which is typically accomplished via e-learning.  She presented screenshots from the e-
learning course for items such as emergency codes, fire safety, privacy and confidentiality 
hand hygiene and more.  Linda indicated the session takes about 10 minutes to complete.  
Training for code silver was questioned.  Linda explained leaders are provided with code 
training at each monthly Operational Leadership Team meeting, and it was recently covered 
there.  Paul thanked Linda for providing the Board with this oversight and training.  
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2.3 Accreditation Newsletter No. 3* 

 
Shannon Landry presented the newsletter and brought up the recent Mock Accreditation 
Survey held with the Board.  She indicated the Board was successful in highlighting how it 
meets Accreditation standards during the exercise, and the newsletter reiterates much of 
what was covered.  Katherine Mantha mentioned the Red Rule is a great example of 
ingraining patient safety.  Paul added the notes from the Mock Survey are stored in 
ShareFile under Board Resources.  
 

3.0 AGENDA APPOVAL  
 
3.1 Report on January In-Camera Board Meeting 

 
Paul reported on the items discussed at the January In-Camera Board meeting, which 
included: 
• Approved Professional Staff Credentials 
• Discussed Capital Planning 
• Discussed Board Advocacy 
• Received Information on Hospital Accountability Planning Submission 

 
3.2 Approval of Agenda* 
 
 Motion and carried: to approve the agenda as presented.  
 
3.3 Declaration of Conflict of Interest  

 
Paul invited Directors to share any conflicts of interest.  No conflicts were declared.   
 

4.0 CONSENT AGENDA 
 
4.1 ITEMS TO BE RECEIVED  
 
4.1.1 Board Chair Report*  
4.1.2 Professional Staff Association Report* 
4.1.3 Facilities Report* 
4.1.4 Chief Financial Officer Certificate* 
4.1.5 Analysis of Loans and Investments* 
4.1.6 Communication & Community Engagement Plan* 
4.1.7 Accessibility Plan 2018-20* 
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 4.2 ITEMS FOR APPROVAL 

4.2.1 Open Session Board Minutes – January 23, 2019* 
 
Motion and carried: to receive the reports presented and to approve the Open Session 
Board Minutes of January 23, 2019.   
 
Louis Guimond pointed out a typo in the Board Chair Report to be amended.  
 

5.0 PRESIDENT AND CEO REPORT* 
 
Mike Lapaine presented his report and referenced the Ontario Hospital Association (OHA) 
Backgrounder shared with the Board today about the new legislation introduced yesterday, 
The People’s Health Care Act, 2019.  Mike reported the legislative changes presented were 
as expected.  He indicated there are a lot of unknowns at this time such as how to establish 
a team, who will be the lead agency, and more.  He noted it will be some time before the 
legislation is actually passed, and the government has committed to removing other 
legislative barriers as well.  Mike also reported MPP Bailey reached out to him to today for 
his thoughts on the local reaction, which Mike suggested it fairly positive.       
 
Next, Mike advised he would be connecting with Ralph Ganter, ESC LHIN CEO, for further 
direction and information about local healthcare agencies, relative budgets, etc.  Mike 
noted BWH’s current concern is managing relationships with its partners given the 
uncertainty within the healthcare sector.  He shared potential risks should the hospital 
become the lead agency, such as accountabilities, funding, wage rates, etc.  He also 
discussed the idea of governance integration.   
  
Brian Knott pointed out there have been no regulations shared yet, which is where the 
details will come from.  Mike advised the government does not plan to merge small 
agencies on the basis they want to provide flexibility for geographic areas.  Jenny 
Greensmith shared insight from the autism announcement and agreed change is not 
expected to happen fast.  She suggested the sub-regions/ESC LHIN will have a body of data 
to rely upon for the regional proposal and was pleased social services was included with the 
legislation, knowing cross-sector collaboration will help to better meet the needs of the 
population.   
 
Louis indicated he was struggling with the idea of continuing as a Board Director given the 
magnitude of change expected.  He questioned the hospital’s strategic direction if the 
service model includes more than acute care.  Discussion regarding the idea of Family 
Health Teams as lead agencies followed.  More information will follow as it becomes 
known, with the hope the patient journey will become seamless through greater 
coordination of care.  
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6.0 CHIEF OF PROFESSIONAL STAFF (COPS) REPORT* 

 
Paul explained this is a new agenda item to provide the COPS with an opportunity to update 
the Board on work being led by the Medical Affairs department.  Dr. Haddad presented his 
report and highlighted work focused on quality and engagement.  He noted they are 
currently working to update policies for Accreditation, and the Medical Advisory Committee 
had a great discussion regarding the NOW initiative.  Dr. Haddad advised a physician 
leadership course will be offered in March, which aligns well with NOW.  Next, he discussed 
a joint venture between BWH and Schulich School of Medicine on signage at the hospital.  
He also discussed recruitment efforts.  Marg Dragan recalled there was an abundance of 
anesthetists in the past and questioned the current shortage.  Wayne Pease also questioned 
the psychiatry shortage.  Dr. Haddad explained the process for residency placements and 
noted each specialty is funded differently, which impacts the physician market.   
 

7.0 BOARD DECISIONS/OVERSIGHT 
 

7.1 Governance & Nominating (G&N) Committee Highlights* 
 
 Wayne presented the Committee highlights.  He noted the Board education will be focused 

on Accreditation next month, Board succession planning has begun with the applications 
due April 1, 2019, and the keynote speaker has been confirmed for the Annaul General 
Meeting on June 25, 2019 - Dr. Joanna Henderson.  Paul encouraged the Board to share the 
succession planning advertisement with potential candidates.  There were no questions or 
comments.  

 
7.2 Board Evaluation* 
 

Wayne explained the Accreditation gap analysis identified an opportunity to provide better 
feedback to Directors.  As a result, the G&N Committee is recommending a process 
whereby Directors meet with the Board Chair annually, to discuss self-evaluation and peer 
evaluation survey results.  Wayne encouraged all Directors to share comments when 
completing the surveys to support the development of individual Directors and the Board 
overall.  He referenced the detailed process included within the briefing note, which is set 
to begin in June.    

 
Motion (W. Pease/K. Mantha) and carried:  

A. to adopt the Director Self- Assessment and Peer Evaluation Process Guideline as 
presented.  

B. to approve the revised Board Evaluation Policy as presented.  
C. to approve the proposed Board Chair Evaluation survey tool as presented. 
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Marg asked for clarification that all Directors would be evaluating each Director.  Wayne 
confirmed this and suggested the survey should not take long.  Paul added the G&N 
Committee discussed the process at length and learned it is best practice for peer 
evaluations to be anonymous, with the goal of improving the overall effectiveness of the 
Board.  Katherine noted G&N recognized that it may be difficult to provide feedback for 
some Directors, given there may be limited interaction between some members.  Paul also 
reported the process will be evaluated for improvement opportunities.     
 

7.3 Revised CEO and COPS Performance Management and Evaluation Policy* 
  
 Wayne presented the briefing note included within the agenda package.  He explained BWH 

has adopted the LEADS framework for leadership evaluation, and plans to change the 360 
degree evaluation tool and process for evaluation of the COPS and CEO this year.  The policy 
changes reflect these differences.  There were no questions or concerns.  

 
 Motion (W. Pease/A. Iafrate) and carried: to approve the revised CEO and COPS 

Performance Management and Evaluation Policy as presented.  
 
7.4 Political Activity Policy* 
 
 Wayne presented the briefing note and recommended policy.  He reported the G&N 

Committee discussed the new policy at length, and it was vetted with legal counsel before 
coming to the Board for consideration.  Jenny asked for an example of when tickets to a 
political event would be purchased.  Paul provided an example of the Warden’s Banquet or 
Chamber of Commerce luncheons.     

 
 Bill arrived to the meeting in-person at 6:13 pm.  
 
 Motion (W. Pease/B. Knott) and carried: to adopt the Political Activity Policy as presented.  
 
7.5 Resource Utilization & Audit Committee Highlights* 
  
 Fred Vanderheide presented the highlights for information.  There were no questions or 

comments.  
 
7.6 Financial Statements* 
 

Fred presented the financial statement for the period ended December 31, 2018.  He noted 
the deficit at the time was $597K, which was expected to be at a negative of $292K.  BWH is 
forecasting to be better than the budgeted deficit of $921 by $600K, with the current 
forecasted deficit at $324K.  The improved position is a result of increased funding, surge 
funding and clarity provided on funding that had not been recognized.  Fred also reported 
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salaries and wages were over budget primarily due to the summer surge experienced, 
overtime and orientation costs.  

 
 Motion (F. Vanderheide/ M. Dragan) and carried: to approve the Financial Statement for 

the period ended December 31, 2018 as presented. 
 
 Louis asked if the additional hip and knee funding has been recognized.  It was explained 

the costs are embedded in the statements, yet the funding confirmation has not been 
received.  Therefore, the year-end position may be even better than projected.  Katherine 
asked if BWH was expecting an overage on salaries next year.  It was noted the hospital 
does not expect this.    

 
7.7 2019-20 Human Resources Plan* 
 
 Fred presented the plan for approval and highlighted some of the demographics included 

within it.  He reported the Human Resources (HR) team continues to work with programs to 
recruit for their expected needs based on retirements, maternity leaves, etc.   

  
 Jenny questioned the contributing factors to the increased turnover rate.  It was suggested 

some staff may have been hired as casual and found permanent part-time or full-time work.  
It was pointed out the provincial average rate is not current.  Katherine asked if BWH looked 
at turnover within specific departments.  Shannon reported most turnover is in clinical 
areas, and each person that resigns is offered an exit interview to help HR better 
understand why.  She noted these exit interviews have not raised any particular concerns.  

 
 Louis recommended the resignations and terminations be separated in the report next year.  

It was suggested terminations be left out entirely for confidentiality reasons.  Shannon 
indicated she would make the necessary change.  Wayne noted the young average age of 
BWH staff.  Discussion about the importance of balancing experienced staff with new staff 
followed.   

  
 Motion (F. Vanderheide/A. Iafrate) and carried: to approve the 2019-2020 Human 

Resources Plan as presented.  
 
 Action: Shannon Landry to ensure the annual HR Plan is revised next year as noted above.   
 
7.8 2019-20 Physician Human Resources Plan* 
 
 Dr. Haddad presented the Physician Human Resource Plan.  He explained the departments 

determine their physician needs and make recommendations to the Medical Advisory 
Committee, which are then vetted by the Resource Utilization and Audit Committee.  He 
referenced the briefing note included within the package which includes demographics, 
community needs, and a detailed list of the specialists to be recruited.  Dr. Haddad 
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explained the expected recruitment costs, all of which have been embedded in the 
Operating Plan.   

 
 Motion (B. Knott/M. Dragan) and carried: to approve the 2019-20 Physician Human 

Resources Plan as presented.  
 
 It was pointed out the hospital recently increased its line of credit to cover physician 

recruitment costs.   
 
7.9 2019-20 Expenditure Plan and Hospital Accountability Planning Submission* 
 
 Fred presented the motion for Board consideration.   Paul shared his appreciation for the 

information contained within the briefing note, particularly, the historical financial details.     
 
 Motion (F. Vanderheide/A. Iafrate) and carried: Whereas management presented the 

2019/20 Operating Plan, and whereas the hospital is still awaiting final confirmation of 
the 2019/20 funding details from the Ministry, and whereas management is looking for 
approval of the expenditure portion of the budget prior to the new fiscal year in order to 
manage hospital operations pending funding confirmation, the Board approves the 
2019/20 Operating Plan outlined in the expenditure portion of the budget as presented.  
Furthermore, the Board authorizes the Board Chair and CEO to sign the Hospital 
Accountability Planning Submission based upon the 2019/20 Operating Plan presented. 

 
7.10 Community Accountability Planning Submission (CAPS)* 
 
 Fred presented the briefing note included within the agenda package.  He pointed out the 

CAPS budget was not part of the Operating Plan, and includes the Mental Health and 
Addiction Services budgets noted.  Mike explained this funding is called “other votes” and 
the hospital receives semi-monthly funding injections. He noted BWH had been hesitant to 
approve the budget in the past, as it was awaiting confirmation of the Withdrawal 
Management Services funding letter.  The funding letter for this fiscal year has now been 
received.  The annualized amount has not been confirmed but is expected.  There were no 
further questions or comments.  

 
 Motion (F. Vanderheide/K. Mantha) and carried: to approve the CAPS as presented.  
 
7.11 Resource Utilization and Audit Committee Performance Scorecard* 
 

Fred presented the scorecard for the month of October and highlighted the following: 
• Access to care indicators – indicators have moved to green or have improved 

substantially in December, which is likely being driven by the NOW initiative.  The 
December numbers are being confirmed and will hopefully continue.  

• 47% of the Capital Budget has been spent with a quarter of the year remaining 
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• Other indicators have not been updated 
 
Wayne asked when decisions will be made about deferring capital expenditures.  It was 
reported BWH will be able to balance without deferring capital items.  The access to care 
indicators for January and February were questioned.  It was noted the December numbers 
were confirmed, which is typically a slower month.  The preliminary January – March 
numbers are not as good as December, but better than last year.  
 

7.12 Quality Committee Highlights* 
 
 Brian noted the Quality Committee reviewed the draft Operating Plan with a quality lens, 

had a lengthy discussion about the QIP indicators and targets, received an update from the 
Pharmacy team on a medication reconciliation initiative, and learned about work being led 
to improve Health and Wellness.  There were no questions or comments.  

 
7.13 2019-20 Draft Quality Improvement Plan (QIP) – Indicators and Targets* 
 
 Brian provided an overview of the QIP, a public plan required by all Ontario hospitals to help 

drive quality improvement, which is overseen by Health Quality Ontario (HQO).  He 
explained HQO provided a list of potential indicators in December, including two mandatory 
indicators: time to inpatient bed and workplace violence, both of which BWH is already 
monitoring.  Since then, BWH has reviewed the potential indicators and is recommending 
the indicators and targets included within the agenda package, which were approved by the 
Quality Committee.  The final QIP will be presented to the Board for approval in March, to 
be submitted to HQO by the deadline of March 31, 2019.  Brian clarified the decision before 
the Board today, was only to approve the recommended indicators and targets.  Louis 
indicated he was supportive of the new targets, noting they appeared to be smart and 
attainable.  There were no further questions or comments.  

 
 Motion (B. Knott/L. Guimond) and carried: to approve the draft 2019-20 QIP indicators 

and targets as presented.  
 
7.14 Quality Committee Performance Scorecard* 
 

Brian presented the scorecard and noted the access to care indicators are moving in the 
right direction.  He reported some indicators are lag indicators and overall there has been 
positive progress.  There were no questions or comments.   Paul asked the Board members 
if they would like a staff presentation on the QIP, and the majority preferred there not be a 
presentation.   
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7.15 Bluewater Health Foundation Report* 

 
Kathy Alexander presented her report and reported the Dream Home lottery sold out in 
record time, and the draw was taking place March 1, 2019.  She then highlighted the 
generous donation of Patricia Carter, which helped to fulfill the mammography campaign 
goal.  A celebration will be planned when the mammography equipment arrives. Kathy and 
her team were congratulated on the campaign’s success.   
 

8.0 OPEN FORUM  
 
Paul asked if there were more comments and questions regarding the new legislation.  
Marg asked if the super agency will be expected to absorb all of the employees, and 
questioned who would bear termination costs.  Mike explained the expectation is there will 
be terminations and the money will be reinvested in front-line services.  It is unknown when 
the entities affected by the legislation will be dissolved.  It was noted uncertainty will 
destabilize the system, including patients and families.   Discussion about Ministry approval 
processes and regional focus followed.  It was suggested decisions regarding items such as 
the CEEH Redevelopment and Withdrawal Management Services may be delayed, although 
Mike assured the Board there is continued pressure from the local MPP for CEEH funding, to 
mitigate the risk of catastrophic mechanical failure at the site.  Mike indicated the Ministry 
tends to have a Toronto centric view yet is committed to respect uniquenesses across the 
province.  Bill shared information he received suggesting that eHealth will be the skeleton 
for the new super agencies, the current government’s commitment to no layoffs is exempt 
for back agencies, and severance payments are not included in the government’s mandate.   
  

9.0 In-Camera Meeting Agenda Items  
  
 Paul reported the in-camera meeting agenda topics for February include: Professional Staff 

credentialing and a legal opinion on Board Governance. 
 
10.0 ADJOURNMENT  
  
 Motion (J. Greensmith/A. Iafrate) and carried:  to adjourn the meeting at 6:59 pm.  
 
 ________________________  ____________________________ 
 Paul Wiersma   Mike Lapaine 
 Chair Secretary   
 Board of Bluewater Health Board of Bluewater Health  
 

 
_________________ 
Melissa Rondinelli 
Senior Executive Assistant, Recorder  


